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PRESIDENT EXPLAINS
GRAY BOOK RULE
House Withdraws Former Motion
One of the most important matters
taken up in the meeting of the House
of Representatives last Thursday was
a reading of President Pendleton's
letter in answer to one of the Speaker
of the House in regard to restricting
to seniors the privilege of keeping
automobiles in Wellesley. There were
two points in the letter from Mildred
Miles; namely, the method of proced-
ure by which the rule was incorpor-
ated into the Gray Book, and whether
or not such a ruling falls within the
jurisdiction of the authorities of the
College. To quote from President
Pendleton's letter, "In reply to the
first may I say that the initiative in
this matter was taken by the Presi-
dent of the College who presented it
to the other members of the adminis-
tration only to find they were in hearty
agreement with her in this ruling. The
President was led to take this step for
the following reasons: the congestion
of traffic in the college grounds has
steadily increased in recent years with
the result that the safety of all the
pedestrians is endangered and the
cost of upkeep has steadily increased.
The consulting landscape architects
have spent not a little time in deter-
mining the location and amount of
parking space available on the
grounds. In the discussion with these
experts it soon became evident that
either some limitation upon the num-
ber of motors must be adopted or
roads widened and traffic policemen
(Continued on Page 6, Column 3)
FRESHMEN ELECT OFFICERS
At a meeting of the freshman class,
December 1, in Billings Hall, Marion
Montgomery of Hubbards Woods, 111.,
and Sarah Carr of Chicago were unani-
mously elected president and Senate
member respectively. The class con-
stitution was read by Mildred Wetten
and approved.
COMMITTEE TO BE APPOINTED BY
COUNCIL AND HOUSE
The Senate has recommended that
a joint committee be appointed to re-
open the discussion of the Faculty-
Student Agreement, the committee to
consist of five faculty members, elected
by the Academic Council, and five stu-
dent members to be elected by the
House from a list of students sub-
mitted by a nominating committee,
which in turn will consist of the
president of college government and
two members of the Executive Com-






Three terrible days of storm, No-
vember 28, 29. and 30, left in their
train destruction which has not been
equalled by anything since the Wel-
lesley fire of 1914. Hardly a tree on
the whole campus has been left unin-
jured, and some are damaged beyond
repair. The birches will never grow
again, and the maples, elms and oaks
are, many of them, so seriously hurt
that it will take years to restore them.
Some split down the middle of their
trunks, some with their largest
branches broken, some completely
shorn of all branches, the trees that
have been so essential an element in
the beauty of the campus, present a
sad sight. A pathetic spring will be
the result of the complete destruction
of so large a number of Wellesley's
beautiful shade trees. The poplar
trees in the Quad can be restored with
great care, and none of the class trees
were injured except 1920's oak, whose
trunk was broken directly in two, and
those of 1918 and 1919.
One benefit has been derived from
this wholesale slaughter of trees.
Among the fallen, are a great many
trees that were badly infected with
insects that were rapidly spreading
(Continued on Page 6, Column 1)
INTERCOLLEGIATE MAGAZINE ISSUED
First Number Contains Wellesley
Verse
The efforts of students from vari-
ous colleges to combine the best work
from their literary magazines into
one number each month has finally
resulted in the Intercollegiate Maga-
zine, the first number of which has
just been issued by the Princeton
University Press. This magazine is
the result of the efforts of Ruth Metz-
ger, editor of the Wellesley College
Magazine in 1920-21, who proposed its
formation last year at the Intercolle-
giate Conference of Magazine Editors.
The magazine, however, is not as
yet an official organ of the colleges
and has been issued as an independent
venture. Its purpose is to put on the
news stands a college magazine which
will contain the best examples of un-
dergraduate thought. Princeton, Rad-
cliffe. Oberlin, Harvard, and Wellesley
are associated in the first number,
which is made up of one-act plays,
verse, and essays. A short poem by
Ruth Schjivek, a longer one by Mar-
jorie Packard, and two examples of
free verse by an author who signs her-
self "Kent," are the contributions of




No Answer to Question of
Penalties
In an interview, Marion Perrin, '22,
who, with Emmavail Luce, '22, and
Elizabeth Head, '23, attended the an-
nual conference of the Women's Inter-
collegiate Association for Student Gov-
ernment, which met at Simmons on
November 17, 18, and 19, remarked on
the similarity in the problems of the
different colleges. Discussion of these
problems and exchange of ideas were
the purposes of the conference. Be-
tween forty-five and fifty women's col-
leges east of the Mississippi and north
of New Orleans were represented.
This year organization was not con-
sidered, but the working of student
government was taken up in all its
aspects. The honor system resolved
itself into the big question. Of all
requests for discussion which were
sent in, nineteen were for the honor
system, while the next in line had only
Ave requests.
This system was taken up first in
regard to extent. In about half of the
colleges it is extended to the academic.
It rules all preparation of daily work,
and in examinations there are either
student proctors or none at all.
In the non-academic field, the ques-
tion of faculty veto-power was dis-
cussed. Out of thirty-five colleges vot-
ing, in nineteen the faculty has veto
power over the non-academic, and in
sixteen the students have absolute
(Continued on Page 8, Column 1)
U. S. HOCKEY LEAGUE FORMED
Philadelphia Defeats Boston
An outcome of the recent interest in
hockey, which was stimulated by the
visit of the victorious All-English
Hockey Team, was the formulation of
plans for an United States Field
Hockey Association. This league was
organized at a meeting in Wellesley,
Dec. 3, after the game between the
Philadelphia and Boston teams had
been played on the Wellesley field.
This game was won by Philadelphia,
the older and more experienced team,
by a score of 16-0.
The Boston team was composed of
players chosen from the various Bos-
ton colleges by Miss Warner and Miss
Caskell, from England, and Miss Sau-
tell from the Boston School of Physi-
cal Education.
At the time of the visit from the
English team in this country, Phila-
delphia had the only organized league.
Boston's first move toward such an or-
ganization was made at the meeting
Dec. 3, and other cities, Cleveland, De-




"The Learned Ladies" Distinct
from Former Offerings
In presenting The Learned Ladies
by Moliere, the Barnswallows reverted
three hundred years to. the time when
it was the fashion in France for ladies
to devote themselves to the enjoyment
of wit and the pursuit of learning.
The modern note of the ambition and
the desire of women to be more than
housewives gives this seventeenth
century play an appeal to a twentieth
century audience.
The individualistic spirit of Moliere
had been caught by the cast and the
whole performance was staged with
gratifying success. Miss Katharine
Lee Bates remarked concerning the
Friday evening performance, "It was
so well worth while to give a Moliere
comedy in the first place, and the parts
were all taken with so much grace and
spirit and fun."
The Plot
The five acts of the Learned Ladies
center about the stormy domestic sit-
uation in the household of Chrysale, a
worthy citizen of Paris. This portly
gentleman finds his authority curtailed
by his vigorous-minded wife, Phila-
mente, who is passionately devoted to
the pursuit of the arts and sciences
and who dotes upon affected and con-
ceited men of wit.
The plot is connected by a conven-
tional love element. Of the two daugh-
ters of Chrysale and Philamcnte, the
elder, Armandc, professes to be intel-
lectually inclined like her mother and
spurns her lover, Clitandre, yet secret-
ly enjoys his devotion; the younger,
(Continued on Page 5, Column 3)
STUDENTS OF EUROPE NEED HELP
Bring Contributions to C. A.
Office
Wellesley has been given an
opportunity to join an inter-
national movement, involving
twenty-six countries, to aid the
students of Central Europe, Ger-
many, Czecho-Slovakia, and
France. They are in need of
adequate clothing, and heat and
light for their dormitories. It is
peculiarly fitting that American
students whose academic labors
are impeded by no such material
needs, should come to the aid
of these other students less for-
tunately situated. Contributions
may be sent to the C. A. office,
marked for the Student Friend-
ship Fund, and should be sent
before Christmas vacation.
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PECK BROOKS C0. 9 Inc.
Invites you to their opening of a permanent shop








We pack to send anywhere
Christmas Gifts for All the Family
It Will Pay You to Visit






DR. L. B. ALLYN
of the Westfield Laboratories gives
CAN-HYJA
Ginger Ale
a high place among carbonated beverages.
We say, it's delectable.
Buy it at Wellesley stores and tea-
rooms and we'll "Do it well for Wellesley".
HYGEIA BEVERAGES, Inc.
NAT1CK. - MASS.
P. S.—You'll find our bottled orangeade
(Hello) equal to fresh orange juice. It's
the drink for after exercise.
T^OR the student or prof.,
x the superb VENUS out-
rivals all for perfect pencil











Set of Six Golf Clubs in white
canvas bag. Disappeared from
Golf House. Name of owner on




Wm. Read & Sons' $70 Gray
3-Piece Riding Habit. Reduced.
Never Has Been Worn.
Phone Centre Newton 1056-R
WATCHES JEWELRY
Repairing of a Better Kind
F. C. KENISTON




Two furnished Rooms, located
on Weston Road, near Waban
Street. Suitable for member of
the Faculty or Graduate Student.
If interested, call Mrs. Meacher,
Beebe, or telephone
Back Bay 5772
STUDENTS HOLD AN ARMS
CONFERENCE IN CHICAGO
! The Green Bough Tea House
Specialty Shop
597 Washington Street, Wellesley, Mass.
Afternoon Tea Dinner
2 to 5 P.M. 6 to 7 P.M.
Sunday Dinner
1 to 2
MISS C. E. SELFE MISS C. ROUSSEL
» .—CI—HH HH « »—.t|N_il.J.
Of the several intercollegiate confer-
ences held recently for the discussion
of disarmament, the national Convo-
cation of Universities and Colleges,
which took place in Chicago during
the second week in November, has pro-
duced the most far-reaching and last-
ing results. A permanent committee
has been chosen, regional and state
chairmen appointed, and an intercol-
legiate press bureau created which is
to issue weekly reports on questions
connected with disarmament.
The conference, which included rep-
resentatives from the Princeton con-
ference and from more than two hun-
dred universities and colleges, ex-
pressed its appreciation of the step
taken by our government in calling
the conference at Washington and is-
sued 1 resolutions approving a policy of
publicity to be followed throughout
the conference. The students further-
more expressed the hope that the pur-
poses for which the conference was
called be " carried out in good faith
and high honor," and that the underly-
ing causes of war be " composed in
the spirit of harmony and good will."
Copies of these resolutions were sent
to the President and the Secretary of
State as well as to all colleges and
universities.
The most important measures taken
by the conference, however, related to
the subsequent study, in American
colleges, of international questions,
especially those relating to disarma-
ment. The resolution covering this
subject urged that " courses of in-
struction be provided which shall ac-
quaint students in schools and colleges
with the fundamental necessity of so-
cial cooperation and the disastrous
consequences of the lack of interna-
tional harmony."
As a practical means of carrying out
this opinion, the conference has estab-
lished a central bureau which is to
furnish speakers on disarmament to
the colleges and prepare '.' pertinent
syllabi " for use in meetings and dis-
cussions. The speakers are to be fur-
nished through the Intercollegiate Lib-
eral League, whose secretary, John
Rothschild, has been appointed the ex-
ecutive chairman of the new organiza-
tion. Already Colonel Frederick
Palmer, the " Dean of American "War
Correspondents," has been engaged to
furnish weekly articles dealing with
the disarmament conference for the
use of college publications.
HARVARD ORCHESTRA TO PLAT
AT VASSAR PANTOMIME
A pantomime, The Flame of Fer-
rara, is to be given on December 10 at
Jordan Hall for the benefit of the Vas-
sar Endowment Fund. The action
throughout is to be accompanied by
the Harvard Orchestra under the di-
rection of Mr. Walter Piston.
The plot centers around the vivid
life of the Italian Renaissance, and the
principal character is a young girl
who, after her brilliant marriage, is
involved in the intricate diplomacy of
the court of Lucrezia Borgia.
The pantomime was written and will
be coached by Miss Charlotte Gailor,
Vassar 1910, of New York. Miss Gailor
also designed the costumes which were
first used in Edna St. Vincent Mil-
lay's play at Vassar last June, in
which over 200 alumnae took part.
Miss Ruth Elder, Vassar 1920, of Win-
chester, who had charge of this play at
Vassar, is chairman of the pantomime,
and' her cast includes Miss Helenka
Adamowska, Miss Leslie McDougall,
Miss Mary James, Miss Carol Pea-
body, Misses Susan and Louise Fes-
senden, Miss Joy Higgins, Mr. Geoffrey
Baker, Mr. James W. D. Seymour, Mr.
J. Freeman Lincoln, as well as sev-
eral players from The Playhouse
on the Moors and the Experimental
Players.
There are to be two performances,
one at 10:30 A. M., and the other at
8:30 P. M., and tickets for both can
be obtained at The Winchester Store,
Herrick's, Jordan Marsh Co.'s, and
Jordan Hall.
ALUMNA BRAVES STORM TO
READ POEMS
In spite of the ice storm and the
numerous obstructions which made
travel almost impossible, Professor
Jeannette Marks came from Mt. Hol-
yoke to Wellesley to read some of her
works in Founders' Hall on Nov. 29.
Miss Bates, who introduced Miss
Marks, had been obliged to drive as far
as Framingham in an automobile to
meet her so that she might arrive for
this reading.
The work of Miss Marks in free
verse presents a distinct contrast to
that of Mr. Woodberry who read here
on November 22. It is characterized
by symbolism and shows a rare gift
of imagery. She is a graduate of Wel-
lesley 1900 and is well known for
her verse published in the Bookman
and other prominent periodicals.
Baggage Transferred To and From Station
Orders Promptly Attended To
Telephone 16
DIEHL'S GARAGE & TAXI SERVICE
R. DIEHL, Proprietor
37 CENTRAL STREET, - WELLESLEY, MASS.
Limousines and Touring Cars To Let By Hour, Day or Trip
Meet AH Trains
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PHI SIGMA SOCIETY PRESENTS
CHRISTMAS MASQUE
Play Written by Wary Pringle
Barret, '22
The members of Phi Sigma Society
presented on Dec. 2 and 3 a charming
Christmas play, called " The Fountain
of Life," written by Mary Pringle Bar-
ret, '22. The first scene showed the
hall of audience in Herod's palace at
Jerusalem, where Herod ordered the
killing of all Jewish babies so that
Jesus might not live. It was in this
scene that Ruth Pederson gave an
Oriental dance. The second scene was
a gathering of child angels between
Heaven and Earth; the parts of the
child angels were taken by the chil-
dren of the Hunnewell school. The
final scene was that of the stable at
Bethlehem.
















Spirits of little children, scribes,
dancing girls, angels, crowd, chorus.
The committees were:
Executive Committee:
Mary Pringle Barret, Chairman.
Helen Woodruff
Marjorie Burchard
Chairman of costumes: Alice Day.
Chairman of scenery: Katharine
Stone.
Chairman of music: Elizabeth Fry.
Chairman of dancing: Ruth Peder-
son.
Chairman of programs: Sara Kirk.
Chairman of ushering: Helen Emery.
PISH IS SECRET OE Sl( ( ESS
IN WRITING




C. M. McKechnie & Co.
10 Main St.
Natick, Mass. Tel. Nctick 52
BAKING PRODUCTS
ICE CREAMS & ICES OF
EXCE°TIONAL QUALITY
Excellent Equipment





Delivery Prompt & Free
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Prof. Pitkin, of Columbia, (Jives
Interview
" One of my chief occupations in life
is to discourage writers," said Profes-
sor Walter Pitkin, who teaches maga-
zine writing, feature stories, and
special writing at the Columbia School
of Journalism.
On being told that half the college
was interested in writing, as shown by.
the number of persons who take
courses in composition, Professor Pit-
kin gave advice which was the fruit of
long experience with writers. "I make
a business of discouraging writers," re-
sumed Professor Pitkin, " because I
know that if they have the real stuff
in them they will refuse to be dis-
couraged anyhow. I believe in quan-
tity too. Keep a journal. Write vol-
umes in it on every subject and in
Eyes Examined






every style. The man who has to
write a thousand words a day is bound
to develop a sense of words, and a
style of his own. Here is where news-
paper training is valuable. Our grad-
uates very rarely fail to secure news-
paper positions immediately, but the
majority of them d'esert straight news-
paper work after about two years, and
become editorial, or special article
writers, or advertisement experts.
Many become contributing members ot
financial or trade journals, according
to their bent. As it takes an ordinary
untrained reporter about eight years
to work ini,n cbis field, the advantag?
of a journalism course is evident."
Women Successful in Journalism
Asked whether women prove suc-
cessful in journalistic fields, Professor
Pitkin answered with an unqualified
affirmative. "Women prove themselves
our best students. Their sex is cer-
tainly no handicap to them in journa-
(Continued on Page 7, Column 2)
VISIT THE HAT SHOP
Room 21 " THE WABAN "
up one flight
SPECIAL HATS





Afternoon and Evening Gowns
Wraps, Blouses
Street and School Dresses, Etc.
Tel. 626-
R





Facial Massage, Marcel Waving, and
Water Waving










SPECIAL PRICES AND SPECIAL
ATTENTION
given to all work brought by students
and faculty of Wellesley College.
Therefore, we ask your patronage.
B. L, KARTT, Tailor and Cleanser
jj
SUE RICE STUDIO, I
y
" Sue Rice will get it for you "
^
A Our large variety of gifts M
& will help you shop for Christmas
A Don't forget to "Bring your smile" A
# For PHOTOGRAPHS f
y Professional Shopping a Specialty y
A Wellesley Seal Christmas Cards and Stationery A
<)(><CZ>0(><^>0(K^>0(><=>0(KCZ>0(<C><)^^






Come and see our
"Hats that are different"
at $5.50 - $9.50
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST






for those who enjoy good food and pleasant
surroundings.
Telephone 180. Reserve the Chimney Cor-
ner for your Dinner Party.
"HIS HANDWRITING"
Do you know it reveals his characters?
Chirographic Analyses
Fifty Cents each. Three— One Dolla
inttiiriiun GKAPHOLOGlLALMJUItli
Box 201 Boston 18, Mass.
Send 25 words or more in ink on unruled
paper.










69 Central St., Wellesley, Mas*
Telephone
Wellesley 409
CARS STORED. Let us store your
car for you in our new modern
Garage. Cars washed and polished
i
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GROWING PAINS
The action of the Jurisdiction Com-
mittee in sanctioning the two much
discussed rules regarding chaperonage
while automobiling has given rise to
the inevitable undercurrent of student
protest. A good many are yielding to
the prevalent tendency to condemn as
useless all action which effects no im-
mediate change in existing conditions.
The majority of those who felt the
rules unnecessary and unjust from the
first, still feel them so; and can see
nothing gained by the mere discussion
and approval of them.
It is for this group that the second
part of the Committee's report has es-
pecial significance: namely, its recom-
mendation that a joint committee be
appointed to reopen the entire ques-
tion of jurisdiction in the College Gov-
ernment Association. Such a commit-
tee could be the lever to set in motion
changes in the whole present system
of government. Unlimited future de-
velopments may hinge upon its action.
Every extreme of sentiment, radical or
conservative, has its chance for rep-
resentation at this time. But it is an
opportunity, naturally, perfectly futile
unless those to whom it is given take
advantage of it.
When the Wellesley College Govern-
ment Association was formed, over
three years ago, the shapers of its
constitution did not intend its form
and provisions to be cast-iron. They
recognized that anything possessed of
life will, in the natural order of
things, grow; that they were making
only the beginning. The Association
has reached a stage in its development
where change is imperative, and if it
had not, there would be real cause for
worry. The growing pains which ac-
company all progress are inevitable;
but the friction may be greatly lessened
by intelligent understanding and a
real desire to help on the part of the
student body. By refraining from
snap judgments, by avoiding the ten-
dency to take sides and then resent
heartily each move of the "opposition,"
above all, by informing oneself of the
facts and discussing them freely, this
willingness to understand and support
may be, at least in part, expressed.
When the question of jurisdiction in
College Government is reopened there
will be, more than ever, need for sane
consideration and constructive criti-
cism of the situation. Even the most
vital* institution can accomplish little
in contending against undergraduate
apathy.
Free Press Column
All contributions for this column must be
signed with the full name of the author.
Only articles thus signed will be printed.
Initials or numerals will be used in printing
the articles if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold themselves re-
sponsible for opinions and statements which
appear in this column.
Contributions should be in the hands of
the Editors by 9 P. M. on Sunday.
Contributions must be as brief as possible.
A PLEA THAT CANNOT BE
IGNORED
To the Wellesley College News:
The World Student Christian Feder-
ation is calling the American students,
not for charity, but for friendly par-
ticipation in the great world move-
ment for fellowship. The needs of the
students of Central Europe are beyond
imagination. The value of money is
so depreciated over there that one
warm dress costs the whole year's in-
come of an average student. Many
students live for a year on less than
ten dollars in American money. Of
course, that permits one to barely bind
his life on earth.. The writer of this
article once visited the University of
Vienna last summer. In the little
reading room a girl was studying Eng-
lish Literature. She was all alone in
the room and we were introduced to
her. While we were talking, we no-
ticed her notebook, in which she wrote
so small and close that you could hard-
ly see the white space. We unani-
mously exclaimed with admiration,
"Oh, how beautifully you write," and
she answered quite philosophically,
"You see, paper is very expensive."
In dormitories they have practically
no heat and light. A few lighted
study rooms are jammed with students,
hungry, yet eager to study. "There is
nothing so cheerless and desolate as a
house without a fire," an Austrian
lady once told me, "so I go out and
walk up and down the streets. You
see, the streets are much warmer than
my house."
What can you buy for fifty cents at
Christmas time to please a friend of
yours? A beautiful card or two, per-
haps. But that fifty cents will buy a
warm shirt for a sister or brother of
ours in Europe. Bread of fifty cents'
worth will keep one alive for two
months. A dollar or two is nothing
here, but American money goes far
in depressed Europe. Who can ap-
preciate an old-fashioned coat of yours
better than a freezing girl across the
sea? Nothing is so worthy and far-
reaching as our genuine sympathy
expressed in generous Christmas gifts
to those suffering students in Europe
—our co-workers for the reconstruc-




Some Americans economized on
Thanksgiving Day by eating chicken
instead of turkey, and some ate ham
instead of chicken. On Christmas
Day most of us will eat turkey, or
chicken, or goose, or ham, again, and
potatoes roasted with the meat, and
cranberry sauce and celery, and vege-
tables, and plum pudding or pie, and
we will top it off with nuts and raisins
and oranges and candy. Meanwhile,
in the valley of the Volga, the great
Mississippi River basin of European
Russia, some ten or fifteen million
Russians think themselves lucky if on
feast-day, weekday, or Sunday they
can get enough black pancake to stay
the gnawing hunger inside them
—
enough black pancake made by grind-
ing down grass torn up from the earth,
and leaves pulled from the bushes or
picked off the ground, mixing the
powder thus obtained with gluten
from boiled horses' hoofs, and baking
the mixture as a substitute for
bread. * * *
Why is it that when people come to
such a pass, when children's homes
have so little food that their superin-
tendents have to pick out the children
whom it is worth while trying to save
and leave the rest to die, America
calmly and contentedly eats turkey, or
economizes on chicken or ham? * * *
Why is it that there is no such great
warm-hearted response as fed the refu-
gees in France, and later, the hungry
children in Germany, Poland, and Aus-
tria? Partly, we suppose, because of
callousness acquired from oft-repeated
stories of hunger and misery. We are
tired of giving to other people's chil-
dren. Partly, too, because the Ameri-
can people, warm and well-fed as it is
in contrast to Eastern or even to Cen-
tral Europe, is not so rich as it was
two or three years ago.
Will we go on eating turkey or
chicken or ham on feast-days, and but-
tering our bread and eating two eggs
in the morning, with no thought or
help, as a nation, for the stricken'mil-
lions?—The Nation, Dec. 7, 1921.
He—There's dynamite in the dic-
tionary.
She—Horrors! What shall we do?
He—Look it up.
ADONAI5 EBAEUO
During the past week the vill has
had occasion to recall certain well-
known quotations, as:
"Brighten the corner where you are."
"How far this little candle throws
its beams!"
and to add a few variations:
"Where there is light there is hope!"
"We should like ai little light on the
subject."
"We see things according to our
lights!"
"Make light of everything!"
The Accidental Academic
A freshman, having passed through
the illuminating experiences of the
past week, was inspired to write the
following poem which she handed in
for English Comp., Division Q( as an
example of a new rhyme scheme she
has recently originated. By using
words terminating in -tion, she hopes
to bring attention to her poetry, and
to inaugurate a new form especially
adapted to college use, since so many
distinctly college words (as probation
and indignation) terminate in -tion.
Think yoa that college is no true
Scholastic institution? 1
That to the problems of mankind
We do not seek solution? 2
That college life is one gay round
Of aimless recreation,
Games, dances, dates and theatres,
Without interpolation
Of those deep subjects which we learn
By earnest concentration? s
Ah no! We beg to state the proof
Without procrastination.
And here it is! The students who
Are living near the station
Have made Phi Beta Kappa, so
It seems, their destination.*
For 'tis a fact the last week proved
They're bent on education
So much as to regret the loss
Of all illumination!
And with unprecedented zeal
And strong determination s
They turned the midnight oil!








4 Hitch your wagon to a *
5 Where there's a will there's a
candle.
If a college education is refining,
why is a college course?—Ex.
By the light of the candle I saw her
first,
A soft, sweet glow lit up her face,
A lovely girl! The sun shone and
Her face—'nough said—an altered
case!
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CHINESE RIDDLE DEEIES
SOLUTION
Eastern Dilemma is Result of
"Accidents of History**
Walter P. Pitkins' explanation of
"America's Dilemma in the Far East
"
at a lecture in Billings Hall on Friday,
Dec. 2, brought forth an interesting
rebuttal from a Chinese student in the
audience, Mr. Chi Lee. The discussion
which ensued showed what a hopeless
situation is that in which America and
China find themselves in relation to
each other, a situation that is outside
the historical experience of the world,
yet is the result of " accidents of his-
tory."
The Diplomatic Dilemma
The first and least important are
the diplomatic dilemmas, which re-
solve themselves into the fact that
there is no government in China that
the United 1 States can rely upon in
her negotiations. China has two gov-
ernments to-day: the one at Peking,
though outwardly on a par with other
governments, functions only on paper,
and its lack of dependability is largely
responsible for Hughes' action at the
Conference in sidetracking the Shan-
tung Question; and the Government of
the Constitutionalists at Canton has
no genuine acknowledged power over
any province. The movement in the
Yang Tse Valley to make a third gov-
ernment lacks definiteness. "China,
governmentally speaking, is in com-
plete chaos."
The Commercial Dilemma
The commercial dilemma lies at the
bottom of all the negotiations at Wash-
ington. America's Open Door Policy, in
which all countries are to recognize
the political integrity of China, and
China in turn is to allow no monopolies
within her border, though accepted
verbally, has never been accepted in
fact. To-day the French have a mon-
opoly of the South ; northwards to the
Yang Tse Valley is under the control
of the English, and the territory from
there on is under Japan's influence.
The Industrial Dilemma
The third and perhaps most interest-
ing dilemma is the Industrial Revolu-
tion which has recently been born in
the Orient. Only two weeks ago the
first complete automobile was turned
out in China, and "this," says Profes-
sor Pitkin, "is an attack upon one of
our most sacred industries." The situ-
ation is different from anything in
history.
The Moral Dilemma
The fourth dilemma is a moral one.
The corruption in Chinese politics is
not a mere accident; it goes back to
the fundamental idea of Confucius that
a man's responsibility extends from his
position in his family all the way down
to the youngest member, and from his
position in politics all the way down
to the meanest matter under his su-
pervision. In politics, this old, con-
sistent, back-country view is seen
everywhere.
The questions which the Harvard
student, Mr. Chi Lee, raised after hear-
ing Professor Pitkin's lecture were as
follows:
1. How does it happen that Japan,
as thoroughly Confucian as China,
achieved its importance?
2. Are modern Western ethics ideal?
3. Isn't there some way of avoiding
in the Industrial Revolution of the
Far East, the evils that occurred in
the Western Industrial Revolution?
The answer to the first question lies
in the peculiar concentration of the
political power in the hands of a few,
which is inherent in Japan. This clan
leadership, with its brutal power, has
enabled Japan to force its way to the
front. Western ideals are far from per-
fect, but the real problem is not which
is the better system, but what com-
promises must be effected in both to
solve the problems of the Industrial
Revolution. Professor Pitkin thinks
that the last question is unanswerable;
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Henriette, has no interest in learning
but gives her whole heart in love to
CUtandre, who has rewarded her sym-
pathetic attitude toward him by whol-
ly renouncing his devotion to Armande
and bestowing it upon Henriette in-
stead.
The mother wishes Henriette to
marry a silly wit by the name of Tris-
sotin, but the father favors the match
with CUtandre. It is only after furi-
ous uproar, and the use of the stock
element of the announcement of the
loss of the family wealth, in order to
scare off the mercenary rival, that the
happy couple is united.
There is abundant humor in the sat-
irization of learned ladies. The intel-
lectually inclined members of the Pari-
sian family are extremely foolish over
the ridiculous wit, Trissotin; Chrysale,
boasting in the absence of his wife
that he is master of the house, quails
before her august presence. Very
amusing also, is the final scene when
the notary is all ready to draw the
marriage contract, and is extremely
disconcerted by the fact that the par-
ents of Henriette are unable to agree
upon the bridegroom. But the igno-
minious withdrawal of Trissotin when
he hears of the financial loss of his
prospective father-in-law, secures a
happy ending to the play.
Play Well Cast
On the whole,- the parts were well
taken. Doris Dalton, '24, is to be es-
pecially commended upon her portray-
al of the role of Armande. Nora Cleve-
land was a charming, if somewhat ser-
ious, Henriette, Lucille Barrett, '22,
was admirable us Philamente, and the
character part of Belise, a foolish old
maid sister of Chrysale, was well taken
by Louise DeWolf, '22. The men were,
in general, too feminine; the oppor-
tunity for exaggeration allowed by the
characters of Trissotin (Henriette
Cooper, '22) and Chrysale (Barbara
Bates, '22) made it easier to affect
masculine characteristics than the
part of the hero, CUtandre (Lillian
Marshall, '24).
The play showed the excellent coach-
ing of Miss Edith M. Smaill. Marguer-
ite Forbes, '23, acted as chairman of
the entire performance. The charming
cover design on the program was
drawn by Janet Smith, '23.
The cast was as follows:
Armande Doris Dalton, '24
Henriette Nora Cleveland, '23
CUtandre Lillian Marshall, '24
Belise Louise DeWolf, '22
Ariste Ruth Dean, '22
Chrysale Barbara Bates, '22
Martine Katharine Brown, '24
Philamente Lucille Barrett, '22
Trissotin Henriette Cooper, '22
Lepine Elizabeth Woody, '22
Vadius Alice Levy, '23
Julien Elizabeth Woody, '22
A notary Bernice Anderson, '23
Exclusive Corset Shop
"A Model for Every Figure"
Special Holiday Models








All fittings made under the per-
sonal supervision of Miss Adrian.
Latest Bandeaux and Brassieres
34 WEST ST., BOSTON, MASS.
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STORM WREAKS HAVOC
(Continued Prom Page 1, Col. 2)
and causing great harm to the foliage
of the trees. Frequent spraying in the
spring and fall has been the only
means of checking them in the least'
degree. The chance has now come
for planting new, healthy trees and
giving the campus a real advantage in
the riddance of these insect pests. But
there is no hope of replacing the trees
that were lost, just now. Financially,
the college cannot possibly manage it.
The expense incurred by the extraor-
dinarily large number of men who
have had to be hired to clear the
ground of the shattered branches and
tree-trunks is a serious drain already.
Fifty dollars is the minimum cost of
planting a new tree, and a very large
number have been lost. The only pos-
sible way in which Wellesley's campus
can be restored to its original beauty
is through the generosity of Wellesley
students, alumnae and friends, and the
pitifully torn campus pleads its own
cause.
Along with the permanent injury,
the storm caused a serious temporary
damage to the electric wires. The
village houses, from the second day,
were left without any light, and can-
dles had to be used. Beside being a
great inconvenience, this meant that
freshmen, sophomores and seniors in
the village had nothing but flickering
candle light by which to study, and
that by official order, only until 10
P. M. Students were not allowed to
go from under cover after 5:30 P. M.
Monday and Tuesday, as the crashing
trees and inky darkness were too dan-
gerous. One more feature to add to
the memory of those few days and
nights, was the frequent clanging of
the Wellesley Fire Department bell,
and the lurid red of burning houses
that lighted the black sky.
Alumnae Notes
Alumnae and former students are
urged to co-operate in making this
department interesting, Ly sending all
notices promptly to Alumnae Office,
Wellesley (College) Mass.
MARRIED
'16 Dorothy Bailey to Frederick
Arthur Calkin, October 8, at Egypt,
Mass. At home: 774 State St., Spring-
field, Mass.
'19 Elisabeth Sternberg Traut to
Vernon Howard Brierley, December 9,
at New Britain, Conn.
'20 Mary Elmyra Evens to Wallace
Miller Thompson, November 26, at Ben
Avon, Pa. At home: 7116 Brighton
Rd., Ben Avon, Pa.
BORN
'09 To Louise Hayes Anderson, a
daughter, Ruth, September 23, at Man-
chester, N. H.
'12 To Dorothy Applegate Ford, a
second son, William Stevenson, Octo-
ber 28, at Newark, N. J.
'13 To Carolyn Merritt Royal, a son,
Osmon, Jr., September 10, at East Au-
rora, N. Y.
'13 To Helen Joy Rushmore, a son,
Murray Rushmore, Jr., November 25.
JOURNALIST AND FOREIGN
CORRESPONDENT TO LECTURE
The Training of a Journalist to be
Mr. MacAlarney's Subject
Mr. Robert E. MacAlarney, a Har-
vard graduate and prominent journal-
ist, is to lecture here on Friday even-
ing, December 9. Mr. MacAlarney was
for many years an instructor in the
Columbia University School of Jour-
nalism and more recently the London
correspondent for the New York Tri-
bune. His subject is to be "The Train-
ing of a Journalist," and will include a
discussion of what is news, the vari-
ous types of news writing, and the
work of a foreign correspondent. The
lecture will be a very practical one
by a practical and successful journal-
ist and will be held at 7:30 P. M. in
Room 124, Founders' Hall.
PRESIDENT EXPLAINS GRAY
BOOK
(Continued from Page 1)
employed. The first alternative was
adopted because the cost of the latter
was prohibitive. In restricting to
THE NORTHFIELD, East Northfield, Mass.
OPEN ALJL THE YEAK
invites you to spend the
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS AND
MID-YEAR RECESS
in its homelike atmosphere. Spacious parlors with log fires, good library, sun-
parlor, big, "comfy" beds, appetizing menu.
INDOOR GAMES AND WINTER SPORTS
TOBOGGANING, SNOWSHOEING, SKIING, COASTING,
SLEIGHING, AND SKATING as the "weather man" permits.
We shall 'be pleased to send illustrated booklet and quote rates for house
parties or individual guests.
AMBERT G. MOODY, Manager E. EYERETT MARTIN, Assistant Manager
seniors the keeping of motors, the ad-
ministration believe that it was rec- •
ognizing the principle that the older
and more experienced members of the
student body ought to be the more re-
sponsible and therefore to be more
readily trusted. It is hoped that with
restrictions as to parking space, no
further limitations may be necessary.
"In reply to the question of juris-
diction, may I say that as I have indi-
cated above, in my judgment public
safety is involved. Moreover, among
the reserved powers, Article 7 D is
'the use of the college grounds,' which
is certainly involved, unless the stu-
dents would not wish to bring their
motors within the campus. Further-
more, in my judgment, motors should
be subject to the same regulations as
other unusual articles of student
equipment, for example, extra large
pieces of furniture, etc.
"If the House of Representatives
still questions the jurisdiction of the
college authorities in this matter, the
question should of course go to a
Committee of Jurisdiction provided
for in Article IV of the Agreement."
After a brief discussion of the mo-
tion made in the last meeting that the
rule concerning chaperonage of riding
in Wellesley in the evening was to be
declared illegal, it was decided that
such legislation was not within the
power of the House. As a. consequence
the motion was withdrawn.
Emmavail Luce, Head of College
Government, appealed to the House to
stimulate and initiate interest in Col-
lege Government and the Faculty-
Student Agreement. "Because you
disapprove of the Gray Book rules
does not mean that you must not abide
by them. Until the Faculty-Student
Agreement is changed the rules can-
not be changed and until then this
agreement should be supported." As
a result of her remarks a motion was
passed to send a recommendation to
the Senate to open the question of the
present Faculty-Student Agreement
and that of a new one.
iFr^$Ft^E^y,*^f pfcffrr^
Holiday Frocks
Lots of gaieties at home during the
Christmas vacation. Give the home-
folks the pleasure of seeing you
frocked for the dance in one of Jays
delightful dance-frocks.
'Dresses, Suits, Shirts, Coats,
Blouses, Scarfs, Sweaters
BOSTON TEMPLE PLACE ELEVEN
ANDREWS Corner




Brown Scotch Grain Leather
$9.00
and
Smoked Morse, Brown Saddle, Trimmed.
Dufk'x Rubber Sole and Heel $g.50
An individual sport shoe with) soft toe box that suggests
smartness combined with comfort
THE WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
FORUM OPEN UTEETING FOR
DISCUSSION OF DISARMAMENT
Two sides of the Disarmament ques-
tion will be discussed by Mr. Norman
Thomas of the New York Nation and
Colonel Willard Luther at a meeting in
Billings Hall on Thursday, December
8, at 7:45 P. M. Mr. Thomas favors
complete disarmament and 1 Colonel
Luther is for the limitation of arma-
ments. The meeting will be open to the
whole college and presents an oppor-
tunity for learning the facts under dis-
cussion at the Conference at Wash-
ington.
WHEN YOUHAVTVISITORS
Your parents or friends will feel quite at
home in one of the attractive rooms at 9
Abbott St. For students' guests exclusively.
Call MRS. HUGHES. Wellesley 0921-W
HAND MADE
Hand Woven Goods In many varieties,
Scarfs, Cuff and Collar Sets, Runners, Doilies,




Is there somebody to whom you!
would like to give a present—not
something expensive, but some-
thing different, and VERY NICE?
Then nothing could be better than
Avalon Fudge z
We mail either the one-layer or
two-layer box of Avalon Fudge
postpaid, special delivery, to any
address in North America, for one
dollar and twenty-five cents or
two dollars and fifty cents, re-
spectively. We enclose your card
if desired.
Leave orders at Morgan's or




FISH IS SECRET OF SUCCESS
(Continued from Page 3, Column 2)
listic work, but it takes a woman who
has a vast amount of surplus energy,
and who can work under adverse con-
ditions. I should say in general, that
a person with moderate ability and
extraordinary energy usually goes fur-
ther in the newspaper game than one
who has unusual ability and less
energy."
Professor Pitkin quoted Mary Rob-
erts Rinehart as saying that where
most would-be authors fail is in push.
They lack the resolution to revise an
article five or six times, and to labor
over it. The eminent craftsman also
gave an interesting account of his col-
laborative work with authors and
playwrights of note, who come to him
for advice in technical perplexities.
Professor Pitkin also has the pleasure
of working with an occasional genius
in his course. "They run about three
to a hundred," he remarked, " and
usually their most distinguished sign
is that they give no outward indica-
tion of their ability."
Read Confucius at Twelve
A philosopher of the first rank, " a
realist," as he himself confessed, " and,
if I were really naughty, a pragmatist,"
Professor Pitkin gave the NEWS re-
porter these facts while on his way to
address Miss Calkins' philosophy
classes. Professor Pitkin, like a true
philosopher, takes all knowledge to be
his province. After the lecture on Fri-
day evening, in which he gave an il-
luminating exposition of the Far East
question, he was heard' to remark in-
formally that he was brought up to be
a philosopher, and had read Confucius
in the original at the age of twelve.
It may be seen, therefore, that his no-
tions of the story writer's art are not
confined exclusively to the technician's
limited range.
Lloyd's
Eye Glasses and Spectacles
Christmas Cards 5c to $1.00
Eversharp Pencils 50c to $36.00
Fountain Pens—Parker, Waterman, Moore,
Sheaffer, Dunn, Tempoint, Onoto. . . $2.50 to $15.00
Opera and Field Glasses $6.00 to $130.00
Kodaks and Brownies $2.00 to $109.50
Ever-ready Flash Lamps $1.00 to $7.50
Thermometers 75c to $20.00
Barometers $7.00 to $50.00
Andrew J. Lloyd Company
315 Washington Street 310 Boylston Street






Women's Pure Linen Handkerchiefs, 1/16 inch hem-.titched,
special 6 for 1 .OU
Women's Pure Linen Handkerchiefs, semi-block initial,
special 6 for 1 .o /
Women's Pure Linen Handkerchiefs, corded and taped,
special each 40C
Men's Pure Linen Handkerchiefs, J4 nicn hemstitched,
special £%jC
Men's Pure Linen Initial Handkerchiefs, J4 mcn hem-
stitched, special «5«DC
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I WINCER GOODMAN CO. 1
I MANUFACTURERS OF 1
HIGHEST GRADE LEATHER GOODS
Kits—Suitcases—Billfolds—Smokers' Articles—Brief Cases
Brush Sets—Purses—Ladies' Handbags—Novelties, Etc. Etc.
M Being unable to open our retail store until Jan. 1st, we have decided g
H to sell all merchandise at wholesale prices; sooner than carry our m
=_ stocks over. g
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59 Temple Place, Blake Bldg.
Boston, Mass. Rooms 300-305
4. ._.._.
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CALENDAR
Thursday, December 8
3:40 P. M., Memorial Chapel. All-
College Mass Meeting.
4:00 P. M., Room 124, Founders"
Hall. Academic Council.
7:30-9:30 P. M. The Whit in Obser-
vatory will be open to all members of
the College, if the sky be clear. The
telescopes will be used for observing
the moon.
7:45 P. M., Billings Hall. Addresses
by Mr. Norman Thomas and Colonel
Willard Luther on "Disarmament."
This meeting is unuer the manage-
ment of the Forum but open to all
members of the College.
Friday, I)?ceinber 9
7:30 P. M., Room 124 Founders' Hall.
Address by Mr. Robert B. MacAlarney.
Subject: "Journalism."
8:00 P. M., Billings Hall. Address
by Professor Charles H. Grandgent of
Harvard University. Subject: "Dante,
Philosopher and Scholar.*' This lec-
ture is under the auspices of the Wel-
lesley Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa So-
ciety, but all members of the College
are cordially invited to be present.
Saturday, December 10
(Evening), The Barn. The Harvard
Dramatic (Tub will present "The
Witch's Mountain" and "The Violins of
Cremona." (See Posters.)
Sunday, December 11
11:00 A. M., Houghton Memorial
Chapel. Preacher, President Ozora S.
Davis, Chicago Theological Seminary,
Chicago, 111.




This is the last day of the exhibition
of etchings by Lester G. Hornby at
the Farnsworth Art Museum.
Wednesday, i>ecember 14
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power, outside those fields reserved
for the faculty. One college (Adelphi)
argued that since the administration
is legally responsible, it should have
veto power.
Students Make Chaperon Rules
Another side of this same question
is that of faculty legislation. Welles-
ley's problem in this matter is not
peculiar: other colleges are consider-
ing the extent of faculty legislative
power. At Bryn Mawr, for instance,
the administration has recently passed
a law limiting the number of week-
ends allowed each semester to a very
small number. The consensus of
opinion was that the president or the
administration should have veto pow-
er, and the power to initiate legisla-
tion, but not to legislate, except in ac-
cordance with a fixed agreement.
In regard to chaperonage, in seven
out of fifty colleges the students have
absolute control; that is, their legis-
lation is final. Most of these, however,
are coeducational or connected with
universities, and their case does not
directly coincide with Wellesley's.
Ownership of automobiles is not per-
mitted at all in seven of the colleges
represented, and in two beside Welles-
ley only seniors may have them at
college.
Question of Penalties Unanswered
The question of penalties was insuf-
ficiently answered. No direct sugges-
tion as to constructive punishment was
made. The major offenses were taken
to be cheating, serious breaking of
chaperon laws, and repeated breaking
of rules. Every college brought the
same query about what should be done
in these cases. Several colleges have
individual systems, but none of these
seemed a satisfactory reply.
Student Government Denned
At the base of the fundamentals of
student government stands citizenship.
In many colleges there is the attitude
among many that it is unnecessary to
live up to rules. This is dealt with in
different ways. Some colleges have
incoming students sign pledges before
their arrival; others circulate pledges
after arrival, which entails the diffi-
culty of some not signing, and there-
fore enjoying extra privileges. At
Wellesley there is no pledge. Marion
Perrin said, "We sign no pledge, but
neither does the immigrant, and he is
expected to obey the laws of the coun-
try."
Whether the honor system should be
reporting or non-reporting was de-
bated. One college defined the differ-
ence as one of personal versus college
honor, the former being egoistic, the
latter altruistic and meaning the
greatest good for the greatest number.
The unanimous final vote was that the
reporting system, that is, the system
of secondary reporting, has a higher
ethical standard.
The conference next year will be





THE WABAN BUILDING WELLESLEY
A WONDERFUL ASSORTMENT OF
USEFUL AND BEAUTIFUL NOVELTIES
LOVELY HOSIERY AND LINGERIE OSTRICH FEATHER FANS
SHEFFIELD SILVER WARE SPANISH COMB SCARFS, BAGS,
AND NECKLACES COLLAR AND CUFF SETS
Jordan Marsh Company
Misses' Coats -with Fur
Hold Centre of the Stage
SPORTS COATS, with shawl collars of nutria, Aus-
tralian opossum and raccoon, abound in man) alluring
styles.
39.50 and 45.00
The same styles with both collars and cuffs of Aus-
tralian opossum and raccoon are 55.00 and 59.50
LUXURIOUS DRESS COATS for Misses are in Velour,
Normandy and Bolivia—with shawl and chin collars of
nutria, Australian opossum, wolf, squirrel, beaver, cara-
cul—some with fur cuffs as well
45.00 to 150.00
Mannish Coats without fur




Fofth Avenue Boot Shop
near 48«h Ctrcet. New York
Master-made Footwear
Thresher Bros.
THE SPECIALTY SILK STORE









Silk Blouses Silk Petticoats
Samples cheerfully given or sent
upon Request—Remember: "If it
is 'Silk' or 'Velvet' you will find it
at 'Thresher's' and at lower prices






























Sweet Chocolate is very sustaining,
as it contains more nourishment
than the same amount of beef.
WALTER BAKER & CO. LTD.
Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.


